Get the advantage

It’s almost unfair — you’ve got an advantage with the InFocus LP™330. Absolutely nobody will be able to match your professionalism, style and confidence when you present on the road. No more fumbling with slides or transparencies — or old cumbersome projectors that are heavy and frustrating to set up. The easy-to-use InFocus LP330 weighs next to nothing and slips easily into your briefcase, so you’re ready to win the world. You wouldn’t leave home without your cell phone or notebook — why go without the world’s lightest, most impressive notebook projector?

Trend setter

Be the first in your crowd to show up with this cool little projector you can tuck under your arm. Amaze everyone with all the features you could want in a surprisingly compact and stylish package. Use it everywhere because it enhances your professional image and never lets you down during those critical must-win meetings — you can trust trend-setting InFocus ease-of-use and reliability. Forget about setup headaches — just plug it into your laptop like any other peripheral. Go ahead and use any software for your presentation. The InFocus LP330 projects everything with brilliant clarity, rich colors and crisp text, with no compatibility issues. The sleek, contemporary design is fashion-forward and not only projects well on a wall, it reflects well on you. You’re cool, confident and in control.

Big Success in a small package

InFocus redefined the art of electronic projection with its award-winning personal projectors. Now, with the InFocus LP330 notebook projector, we reset the standard with the presentation tool that speaks volumes about your style. Communicate with confidence, and never stress about on-the-road business presentations. With its comfortable carry case and compact size, it’s a pleasure to take anywhere, and looks as impressive as all your other portable business essentials. Your presentations will be “dressed for success,” like the power presenter you are.

Look great

You get outstanding picture clarity to captivate your audience with true XGA resolution, bright images and crisp text with a 400:1 contrast ratio. Exclusive auto-sensing electronics instantly identify your computer’s video signal and automatically set up the picture for you. Manual zoom lens and one-touch elevator foot give you perfect image placement and focus, no matter what kind of presentation environment you encounter. Onboard control panel uses crisp hardcap micro switches — no guessing in the dark when you manage the controls. And, exclusive Executive Remote Plus allows you to orchestrate the presentation from anywhere in the room while freely interacting with your audience. You’re cool, confident and in control.

InFocus’ LP™330

The Notebook Projector with Style
Imagine the image you’ll project

The InFocus® LP330 is so lightweight and compact, it slips easily into its own comfortable soft carry case – ready to go wherever you go, along with all your other portable business essentials. If any optional accessories are also available to make presenting even easier.

Call InFocus for your dealer today for a demonstration.

InFocus® LP™330 The Notebook Projector with Style

• Weight less than 5 pounds!
• Brilliant color! 650 ANSI lumens!
• Advanced DLP™ technology by Texas Instruments
• True XGA resolution — shows every detail of your presentation
• Bright — 650 lumens clearly projects your information in any setting
• Easy setup, reliable operation for stress-free presentations
• Zoom lens and elevator foot ensure perfect image size, focus and position

Imagine the image you’ll project

The InFocus® LP330 is the world’s first notebook projector — and simply the best high-tech tool on the market today for road warriors to add to their business equipment arsenal. It’s got great style, unbeatable portability and award-winning InFocus reliability. You’ll enjoy more success and less stress with this stylish little number.